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Combining health care and hospitality
AS BABY BOOMERS AGE, BALFOUR SENIOR LIVING PLOTS EXPANSION

Rendering of Balfour Senior
Living’s new 74-unit facility
in Denver’s Stapleton
neighborhood.

W

hen Michael Schonbrun,
founder and CEO of Balfour Senior Living, put up
his first building in Louisville in 1999,
the population of people aging into
the kinds of care his facilities provide
in Colorado were much smaller.
But in nearly 20 years, the state
and metro Denver have become

more popular for people of all ages,
including members of the baby
boomer generation who are creating
and expanding industries that cater
to their age group as they transition
into retirement age.
Now, Louisville-based Balfour has
10 facilities either operating, under
construction or in the planning

phases, most of them in Colorado.
And Schonbrun, who has a background in health care, has plenty of
business for his upscale properties
featuring various levels of assistance
for residents.
The largest property is the 205unit Balfour Riverfront Park, which
opened at 1500 Little Raven in Den-
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ver in 2015. Elsewhere in the city,
Balfour is building a 74-unit facility
in Stapleton. That project is expected
to be complete in June.
Another project, consisting of 82
units in Littleton, should be complete
in the late fall. More metro Denver
projects are in the planning stages,
as is one that will plant Balfour’s flag
outside of Colorado for the first time.
Schonbrun is planning a 150-unit
facility in Ann Arbor, Michigan, he
said. The $50 million building is fulR

CLOSER LOOK

ly entitled and groundbreaking is
expected by the end of the year.
Looking ahead
Even further down the road, Schonbrun said, the company is considering a location in California.
Balfour facilities offer assisted living, memory care and skilled nursing and their locations and designs
are carefully chosen.
“We want buildings to fit the
neighborhood they’re in,” SchonR

BRIEFLY NOTED
West Line Village is a
rowhome project that
will add 134 residences
near the Sheridan Station
along the W line that runs
between Golden and
Denver’s Union Station.

WHEAT RIDGE SITE
TO GET A LUCKY’S
The redevelopment site at 38th Avenue
and Wadsworth Boulevard in Wheat Ridge
will be home to a new Lucky’s Market
grocery store after years of contention
over the site.
A Walmart store was planned for
the 14-acre site at one time, but the
retailer pulled out after complaints from
neighbors, a new law relating to incentives
granted by the city and a lawsuit.
Developer Quadrant Properties, which
has connections to billionaire sports
and real estate magnate Stan Kroenke,
purchased the site in January as it
prepared to redevelop the parcel with a
grocery store as an anchor tenant.
Boulder-based Lucky’s Market will serve
as that anchor tenant, taking up 35,000
square feet at The Corners at Wheat Ridge.
Bo Sharon
started
Lucky’s Market
with his wife
Trish in 2002.

brun said. “With all the new competitors in the business, you need a
good location, an attractive building,
good staff— the whole package. We’ve
learned a lot. You have to stay current
with the market.”
In addition to designing and
building its projects, Balfour manages them after residents move in as
well, and tries to make the experience for residents feel like a resort
hotel, combining health care with
hospitality.

PROVIDED BY
RHAP ARCHITECTURE AND
PLANNING

134 HOMES PLANNED FOR W LINE PARCEL
A new residential development called West
Line Village will break ground this summer
in Lakewood, adding 134 homes to an area
around the Sheridan Station on RTD’s W Line
rail route.
DIRC Homes and Trailbreak Partners will
build the rowhomes at West 10th Avenue
and Depew Street. Floor plans will range
from 800 to 1,750 square feet, with prices
from the high $200,000s to the mid$400,000s.
“West Line Village brings much-needed
new housing to the west side of Denver,”
said Paul Malone, president of DIRC Homes.
“We are able to create a great sense of
community since we have such a large site
here. We listened to today’s buyer in this
area, and they are looking to purchase new

homes, attainably priced, with a high level
of design with easy access to transit.”
Demolition on the site is underway
now, and new construction is expected to
begin in June or July. Boulder-based RHAP
Architecture and Planning designed the
project and Jeff Plous of One Realty is the
broker.
“Our idea is to create a community that
leverages the metropolitan area’s investment
in mass transit,” said Doug Elenowitz,
principal of Trailbreak Partners. “Whether
you want to commute by bike, train or bus,
the whole idea is to create a neighborhood
where you are close to downtown, have
easy access in and out of town, and really
capitalize on the opportunity for thoughtful
infill development.”
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